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COVID-19' S NEXT VICTIM: NETFLIX
Alicia Galarza
With the increasing number of people affected by COVID-19, a disease caused by
coronavirus, it is nothing new to us that schools and workplaces all over the world are
shutting down. The amount of people affected being at 1,346,381 world wide (as of April
7th), and with this, people have gone to websites such as Netf lix, and YouTube for
entertainment.
Along with the numbers of affected
people going up, there has also been a
new abundance of videos on social
media platforms, like TikTok, all
related to the coronavirus. One of the
many video ideas is to talk about how
much money Netf lix is making during
this time. Due to the massive amount
of people using the streaming apps, both Netf lix and YouTube have announced that they
will lower the video quality in the EU for the next month, if not longer.
According to a Netf lix spokesperson, he revealed in a statement that the company
estimates ?that this will reduce Netf lix traffic on European networks by around 25% while
also ensuring a good quality service for our members,". In another statement made by a
spokesperson for Google, the parent company of YouTube, has said: ?We will continue
working with member state governments and network operators to minimize stress on the
system, while also delivering a good user experience." During this time, users will be able
to override the default setting for usage of lower video quality, and will be able to watch
the videos in HD.
These changes are being made by companies after the European Union Commissioner,
Thierry Brenton, had reached out to streaming services concerning the possibility of them
lowering the streaming, for the prevention of overloading the networks being used. As of
the week of March 20th, it has been said by Google that their CEO, Sundar Pichai, as well
as YouTube?s CEO, Susan Wojcicki, has met with Brenton to discuss the aforementioned
issues. They had come to an agreement to cut down the quality of the videos being
streamed, and Brenton has welcomed the comradery that has been shown from the CEOs.
On Thursday the 19th of March, Netf lix announced that they would cut their video bit
rates for the next 30 days in the EU, as they predict it will lessen the company?s traffic
produced by 25%. There has been no details as to what quality the European customers
should expect to see.
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INEQUALITY IN SOCIETY
Ennio Lamari

The concept of inequality is prevalent in today?s society and has raised concerns due to decreasing standards of
living in many countries as well as the increasing percentage of population living below the poverty level. Although
it is becoming more covered by media and other sources, the issue is hardly being fixed and might even get worse
over time. Some people might not even understand what inequality is and how it affects society in general, but why?
Why is a topic so important to address still unknown to many, and not covered enough? Is it because the wealthier
people want to hide the facts or perhaps because governments are incapable of solving the issue? There are many
questions to be asked, and sadly none of them can be clearly answered.

What is I nequality?
The concept of inequality can be divided in two different yet complementary areas, social inequality, and
economic inequality.
The first one refers to the unequal distribution of income and economic assets as well as the standard of living of
one person within a society. It compares the luxury and overall quality of life of an individual to the average
conditions of living in this particular community. Social inequality includes voting rights, access to education,
health care, and any other social good and services offered by society. This type of inequality is prevalent between
religious groups, countries, and ethnicities.
Similar yet different, economic equality refers to the unequal accumulation/distribution of wealth.
But why are they complementary? The idea is that social inequality is caused by economic inequality. The lack of
wealth and the scarcity of resources prohibits everyone to obtain the same benefits and advantages, and thus, leading
to limitation of resources such as access to social good such as housing , health care, education, or even water
depend on one?s economical situation.
??I speak not for myself but for those without voice... those who have fought for their rights... their right to live in
peace, their right to be treated with dignity, their right to equality of opportunity, their right to be educated.??
-M alala Yousafzai
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Consequences of I nequality
The concept discussed earlier reveals the roots of society
and the division of the latter into distinct communities that
bond through similar social status and income level.
Studies show that there is an inverse relationship between
inequality and social cohesion which mean that in more
equal societies, people tend to trust each other more. This
stronger cohesion also suggests greater community
involvement and falling homicide rates. The rising
inequality has led to distrust of businesses and government,
affecting public opinions.
Crime rate has also been proven to be directly related with inequality in society, which means that a higher
inequality correlates with a high crime rate. Previously reported positive links between both crime and economic
inequality is due to a great extent driven by an increasing economic segregation across neighborhoods instead of
within-neighborhood inequality.
Inequality decreases health as impoverished members of society are exposed to increased rates of illnesses, as they
do not have access to quality health care, as well as healthy food. These goods and services are limited, and this
scarcity also leads to a less effective workforce, a deepening poverty, higher mortality rates, and higher health care
costs. There has been a deteriorating average quality of health in the United States in the past years, and this mainly
affects those unable to access healthy food. Those living below federal poverty level are this two times more likely to
die from diabetes.
It is nonetheless also important to talk about the correlation between political inequality and economic inequality
as political power tend to become more skewed to those who belong in the minority of wealthy people. Those
belonging to high income groups are able to have a bigger impact on the political world either through legal or
corrupt processes. Political campaigns are financed through donations; those donations that come from wealthy
people with a particular perspective on the political world and which are beneficial to both political figures and
donors. Those living in poorer conditions are less able to access quality education or to participate in the political
process. It has been shown that lower income groups are substantially less able to inf luence elections and political
figures as political involvement is significantly lower in impoverished groups than in high incomes groups.
Although it is clear economic inequality is non-beneficial to
the common individual, it allowed for economic growth.
Rising levels of economic inequality usually correlates with
economic growth. Income inequality drives incentive for
innovation and entrepreneurship as people want to differ from
the majority. Those earning less will work harder and will find
solutions to become members of a higher income group. Some
economists even argue that economic inequality is a natural
process and is an inevitable part of a strong economy. For
example , in the late 70s, China introduced multiple policies
designed to enhance the economy which, later on, increased
the national GDP steadily and even became one of the world?s strongest economies. However, a strong economy is
not synonymous to equal distribution of wealth as China has one of the highest wealth disparities on the globe.
Have you made a decision for your self ? What do you do about this r ising issue? Do you believe it is
beneficial to us , as a community, or even to the world?s economy? Take a minute and think, think and tr y to
make your own opinion. Sur e some exper ts believe it is good, other s don?t , but do you see the effect of income
inequality around you? Does it affect you in any way?
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--- S c h o o l N e w s S e c t i o n ---

ONLINE LEARNING
Taffy Deng
For the past week we?ve been having our usual scheduled classes on the virtual
classroom Zoom and I?m sure that we?ve either experienced or seen the utter chaos
that Zoom could bring us, from talking over each other, to having a heated debate on
what?s right or wrong on the topic we are given, or watching those hilarious videos
on Instagram or Tik Tok. From what I?ve heard from my classmates there are both
pros and cons about Zoom like, ?I wish I could just go out and stretch my legs? or ?I
wish I could talk to my friends that are usually sitting beside me in class.?
The sole reason we are staying home and quarantining is because the government
wants us to decrease the amount of human contact, thus decreasing our chances of
contracting COVID-19. Then there are some of my other friends who are saying ?I
wish we could go back to actual school, I miss everything about it, the classes, the
homework and even swimming!? and yes, while I do agree that I miss some aspects
of going to school, I wouldn?t push it that far?
Naturally, there are lots of inconveniences with online classes but I think we all forgot how we felt when our
deep slumber ended abruptly, as we were shaken back into reality by the annoying buzzing of our alarm clocks.
Laying on our beds, debating whether or not we should get up. Our muscles weak, just like our energy, groaning as
we rolled out of our comfortable beds walking towards the bathroom looking like zombies with our hair messed up
like a bird's nest. And when we?re at our front doors ready to go out, still barely awake, for a second, you didn?t
know who you were or where you were. You don't know how you got out of that bed, or how you got into your
uniform. But with online classes we get to sleep a little longer and show up to class in our pajamas, not to mention
the fact that we could eat whenever we want! But if we were back in school some teachers would even ask you to
throw away your gum, but during Zoom nobody can stop you! You can pretend you?re in an asmr video and chew
as loudly as you want and no one can do a thing (of course it isn?t recommended).
All in all, I think we should just make the most out of the whole quarantining and online classes situation and
think on the bright side, then soon enough before you know it, you?ll be back in school talking with your friends in
no time. But before we get back to school, please remember to wear a mask, stay safe and wash your hands.

BERKELEY' S MUSICAL, AN UPDATE,
AN INTERVIEW
Sophi Tanta-Nanta
Bonjour! As I?m sure you all know, Berkeley?s annual musical has been
long anticipated this year with its new cast and show. This year?s musical
is set to be Beauty and the Beast. This production?s well-loved main
character, Belle, is going to be performed by Mimi (Misa) who was
brief ly interviewed about the musical.
The musical was initially meant to take place at the end of this month,
March, but due to concerns about Covid-19, it has been delayed. Misa
says, ?Stay safe and thank you for your patience as the teachers sort out
the best possible time to make this show possible.? She also states that the
show is likely to take place on a date during the month of May, but we?ll
need further confirmation on the date by administrators. Despite the
trouble with organizing a show date, Mimi ensures us that the ?whole cast
is excited to share a great performance.?
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As there are many existing adaptations of this cherished story, such as the original Disney movie and the Disney
live action remake, I personally am thrilled to see Berkeley?s own edition be added to the mix. Misa says that this
year's cast has been ?working very hard? and has put in a lot of effort to make sure that this is one of ?Berkeley?s
greatest Productions.?
Even though Belle makes it clear that she wants ?adventure in the great, wide somewhere?, try to keep the
adventuring in the great, wide somewhere to a minimum during this time. Social distancing and all that. Stay safe!
Au revoir.

--- P o p C u l t u r e S e c t i o n ---

PREVIEW: CHILLING ADVENTURES OF SABRINA
Nesta Dalphinis
?The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina? is a show that
will send chills of excitement down your spine. When
watching this show, you will never see things coming, and
it always leaves viewers with cliffhangers at the end of
each episode and season.
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, also known as CAOS, is
a show you can not miss. It is surrounded by the idea of
the supernatural world and things that we cannot explain.
Young Sabrina had to make a big change on her 16th
birthday where she had to sign the book of the Dark Lord.
A book that when signed, means her life belonged to the
dark lord, and this signature would mean that she would
start her journey down the path of night. By the way,
Spoilers for the show!
Sabrina is half witch-half mortal, which is the main
premise of the story, and she grew up knowing this. Her
mother was a mortal and her father was a Warlock. She
grew up having a normal human life as she went to school
with her mortal friends, but as she came home to her aunts
and her cousin, it was like a whole different world.
Sabrina lost both her parents before she could even get to
know them, hence why she lives with her aunts.
She knew the day would come where she had to sign the
book and chose her path, but when time came she
hesitated and couldn?t do it. She didn?t want to leave her
mortal friends behind and move away to a new school by
lying to them. Sabrina faced many difficult decisions
along her path and life as a 16 year old was very hard for her. Although, eventually a decision was made and she was
able to attend The Academy of Unseen Arts to fulfill her witch side, she still attends Baxter High to still live her
mortal life.
You would think that things might start to settle down from here, but believe me this only covers the first few
episodes of season 1. The adventure has just started, and from here Sabrina is faced with life threatening events that
would prove her worth as a witch. She starts to discover her true self, and you wouldn?t believe it when the truth is
revealed. Watching the show is crucial in finding out who Sabrina Spellmen really is, or was her life all a lie? .
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The Cast thoughts + A strong message
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina was once a show back in 1996 called ?Sabrina The Teenage Witch?. Plus it is
also a comic book that was written by Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa. The cast of CAOS were interviewed by sources to
explain their thoughts on this. Here is what Kiernan Shipka (Sabrina) had to say,
?I don't think this is a reboot of the show, I look at it as an incarnation of the comic."
They are all very similar and they share a similar concept and idea of supernatural events. However, the whole
atmosphere and message coming out from each different version is unique and different in their own ways.
In the show, Sabrina?s character also represents a change in the way shows, movies, and books are starting to
portray teenage girls, and just girls in general. In Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, Sabrina is portrayed as a brave
and outspoken young woman. She always speaks up for what she believes in and never holds back. If she believes
something is not right she will fight for equality. She doesn?t just believe what people have to say straight away and
she questions rituals that people do. She is a strong independent woman, and this image portrayed is ideal for this
show. Teen girls will start to learn to speak up more, and now just give up because some dude tells her otherwise.
Sabrina proves that fact, and portrays teenage girls in a marvelous way.
Be sur e that if you ar e into myster y and adventur es around ever y cor ner ? Watch Chilling Adventur es of
Sabr ina on Netflix today. You won?t r egr et it!

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PRIDE POLL
Click below to take our poll and find our the
results next month!
Ar e you in quar antine, or ar e
you a QUARANTEEN?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Last M on t h s Resu lt s:

Th e ver dict :

Last month, when we asked about
TATB: P.S I Still Love You, 75% of you
picked PK, 25% of you said you didn't
like the movie, and none of you said JA.

A lot of you are team
Peter, the movie kinda
sucked, and John
Ambrose is a loser!

75% =

25% =

0% =
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